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Introduction. This study examines the information behaviour of individuals when 
VKDULQJµKDSS\¶LQIRUPDWLRQ 
Method. 30 semi-structured interviews were conducted with frequent Internet users 
who share happy information.  
Analysis. Content analysis of the interviews explored the factors impacting upon the 
importance of responses, emotional experience of sharing happy information and how 
people use happy information to portray representations of themselves.  
Results. We present results on when receiving responses to information sharing are 
important and when they are not, the factors that lead to differences in information 
sharing on different platforms and how sharing happy information relates to portrayals 
of self. 
Conclusion. This study sheds light on information sharing within casual leisure 
information environments. It also demonstrates the importance of certain types of 
response on future information sharing behaviour.  
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Introduction 
The Internet has facilitated a huge growth in the amount of information 
available for pleasure. New online methods of communication, such as social 
networking sites, and large content repositories, such as YouTube and Flickr, combined 
with traditional means of communication offer individuals a greater range of ways to 
share information than ever before. Most research on information sharing has focussed 
on task-related information within formal information environments. Far less research 
has been conducted investigating the information sharing of non-task-related 
information within a leisure environment.   
In recent years, the economic and social conditions of many countries have 
been characterised by recession and unemployment, and the World Health Organisation 
has predicted that by 2020 depression in particular will be the second most common 
cause of ill health
i
. In such situations, many people are searching for ways to increase 
happiness including information-based approaches. For example, the initiative 'Poetry 
RQ 3UHVFULSWLRQ
 ZDV IRUPHG ODVW \HDU LQ UHVSRQVH WR ³D TXHXH RI SHRSOH DVNLQJ IRU
poetry suggestions that would help cheer SHRSOHXS´&,/,38SGDWH One way in 
which happiness can be increased within the course of individuals' everyday lives is by 
utilising new methods of communication to share information that has brought 
happiness to the sharer, to which ZHUHIHUDVµKDSS\¶ information.  
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The central research question addressed in our study is: what are the factors 
WKDW PRWLYDWH DQG LQIOXHQFH LQGLYLGXDOV¶ VKDULQJ EHKDYLRXU RI KDSS\ LQIRUPDWLRQ"
Through 30 semi-structured interviews with frequent Internet users, we explored why 
they share happy information, the factors that lead to the choice of certain modes of 
sharing and the types of information shared. In this paper, we focus on part of our study 
WKDW H[DPLQHG SHRSOH¶V UHDFWLRQV WR responses to sharing happy information and how 
people use happy information sharing to portray themselves. 
 
Related work 
Information Science research on information sharing has mainly focussed on 
workplace or academic environments (Constant, Kiesler and Sproull, 1994; Hall, Widén 
and Paterson, 2010; Talja, 2002) with information sharing in non-work settings 
receiving far less attention (Savolainen, 2007, p.1). Research on leisure information 
activities dates back to the 1980s (Fulton and Vondracek, 2009, p.612), with recent 
works including Hartel et al. (2006), Burnett (2009), Fulton (2009a and 2009b), and 
Stebbins (2009). The term 'casual leisure' is used by Stebbins (1997, p.18) to describe 
WKRVH OHLVXUH DFWLYLWLHV ZKLFK DUH ³immediately, intrinsically rewarding, relatively 
short-OLYHGSOHDVXUDEOHDFWLYLW>LHV@UHTXLULQJOLWWOHRUQRVSHFLDOWUDLQLQJWRHQMR\´   
A characteristic of leisure information activities is the strong role of emotions: 
Goh et al. (2009, pp.202-203), for example, found that emotions have a strong impact 
on information sharing behaviour, with positive emotions encouraging higher levels of 
sharing than negative emotions. Burnett (2009, p.708), also notes, ³materials perceived 
to be trivial or unimportant by some may be extraordinarily important and meaningful 
IRURWKHUV´  
Motivations for sharing are not the focus in most information sharing studies. 
However, the literature suggests YDULRXVIDFWRUVIRUVKDULQJRQOLQH3HRSOHV¶GHVLUHVWR
strengthen relationships appear in many studies (e.g. Marshall and Bly, 2004, p.224; 
Van House et al., 2005, p.1855), with Goh et al. (2009, pp.199-200) citing the creation 
or maintenance of social relationships as a primary motivation for mobile media 
information sharing. Sharing is frequently reported to be prompted by shared interests 
(Rioux, 2004, p.128) or experiences (Olsson, Soronen and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 
2008, p.273), with, Marshall and Bly (2004, p.223) noting that the content of the 
information shared is commonly of secondary importance to the act of sharing in itself. 
Various studies have found that information sharing is affected by the strength of 
relationships, either within groups (Haythornthwaite, 1996, pp.327-328) or between 
individuals (Hall, Widén and Paterson, 2010, p.14), with factors such as levels of 
friendship (Allen, 1970, cited in Rioux, 2004, p.26) influencing sharing.   
Hall, Widén and Paterson (2010, p.13), Fulton (2009a, pp.756-757), and Goh et 
al. (2009, p.203) mention expectations of reciprocity as a strong influence on 
information sharing, with many participants expressing an awareness of the emotional 
effects of receiving or not receiving a response to information shared online. Hall, 
Widén and Paterson (2010, p.11) report the need for validation of quality, as does Talja, 
who also mentions membership within the group (2002, p.7) as being extremely 
important to some individuals.   
µ*LIW-JLYLQJ¶ LVcommon in information sharing behaviour (Van House et al., 
2005, p.1855; Hall, Widén and Paterson, 2010, p.13) and may be linked to pleasure in 
the act of sharing (Rioux, 2004, p.19; Wasko and Faraj, 2005, p.53). In particular, the 
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'super-sharer' (Talja, 2002, p.4; Fulton, 2009a, pp.764-766) enjoys and is strongly 
motivated by the pleasure of sharing. While 'altruistic' behaviour is frequently reported 
in studies of information sharing, self-expression and self-promotion are also commonly 
mentioned as influential factors, particularly within social networking or social media 
sharing environments (Wasko and Faraj, 2000, p.166; Olsson, Soronen and 
Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 2008, p.274). Nov and Ye (2010, p.129) emphasise the 
LQIOXHQFHZKLFKWKHLGHDRID³VRFLDOSUHVHQFH>@- DFWXDOLPDJLQHGRULPSOLHG´KDVRQ
individuals' ways of portraying themselves in online tagging networks.   
In this study we expand these understandings of information sharing within 
causal leisure environments through the exploration of responses to happy information 
sharing and how individuals use information sharing to portray themselves. 
 
Methodology and data analysis 
Our review of the literature revealed few studies on information sharing within 
a casual leisure environment. Therefore, we chose to conduct exploratory research, 
maintaining a wide scope, rather than attempting to support any specific hypothesis.   
Participants were recruited using notices disseminated via Facebook, our 
University email network and personal contacts. We decided to focus on adult 
interviewees aged 18 or over, due to possible differences between information sharing 
behaviours of children and adults. Participants were also required to be regular internet 
users, as it was expected that this group might be the most likely to make use of a 
variety of Internet tools to disseminate information and therefore be most insightful 
about this type of information behaviour. 
We chose a sample size of 30 participants, deemed an appropriate number to 
allow broad exploratory research, without minority behaviours of participants 
influencing the findings. 15 participants were male and 15 female with ages ranging 
from 18 to 63 years old, the most common group (n=11) being aged 25-29 years old. 
Participants were mostly educated to graduate level or engaged in higher education. 4 
were from North America, the remainder from Western Europe and 11 had moved 
abroad and were currently living away from their families in a country other than their 
place of birth. 18 interviews were conducted face-to-face, and 12 via Skype. Most 
interviews lasted approximately 30-45 minutes. At the beginning of interviews, we 
asked participants how frequently they shared happy informationii. 25 reported sharing 
happy information at least weekly.  
We developed a semi-structured interview framework including six key themes 
derived from our literature analysis, but which allowed discussion to develop according 
to interviewees' examples of happy information sharing. Full details of the methodology 
are available in (Tinto, 2013). Participating individuals were free to determine what they 
considered as information that makes them happy. Common types of happy information 
included internet memes/media, news stories, anecdotes, photos, personal news, 
film/TV/video game content and jokes.  
The interview data was collated and organised using a bottom-up approach, 
sorting associated data together into main emergent themes: motivations for sharing and 
not sharing happy information, choice of medium, effect of sharing on happiness, how 
individuals portray themselves through happy information sharing and their reactions to 
responses to their sharing. 
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Results 
In this paper, we focus on the last two themes that arose from our data analysis: 
factors relating to reactions to responses received after sharing happy information, and 
how individuals portray themselves through happy information sharing.   
Factors impacting upon importance of response, emotional experience, and future 
happy information sharing behaviour 
Throughout the interviews, we questioned participants regarding how 
important it was that they received a response to their examples of shared happy 
information; the emotional effects of positive/negative/no response; and why responses 
were more important in some instances than others. Table 1 presents the opinions 
offered by interviewees related to these aspects. In the text that follows, we will explore 
the main findings in more detail. As the interviews were semi-structured only some 
questions were posed to all participants and some only occurred in relation to the 
development of specific interviews. The figures in Table 1 reflect the number of 
participants who mentioned or demonstrated a particular factor or behaviour, either in 
direct response to a question or implicit in descriptions of their behaviours. The figures 
DUHLQWHQGHGWRLQGLFDWHJHQHUDOWUHQGVZLWKLQRXUSDUWLFLSDQWV¶UHVSRQVHVUDWKHUWKDQWR
generalise beyond the sample. 
The general impression created across the interviews was that individuals 
enjoyed receiving positive responses, and all participants felt positive responses 
enhanced the happiness of the information shared. However, the importance attached to 
a response varied significantly dependent on specific circumstances, which we explore 
in the following sections. 
Impact of motivation for sharing 
Comparison of different examples suggested that the importance placed on 
responses can be affected by the individual's motivation for sharing the happy 
information. Rita (all participant names are pseudonyms) provided an example in which 
she had shared good news via Facebook because it was the easiest way to contact 
multiple family members who were expecting this information. When questioned as to 
WKH LPSRUWDQFHRI D UHVSRQVH VKH UHSOLHG ³,WZDVQ
W UHDOO\ZKDW ,ZDV ORRNLQJ IRU«it 
wasn't my purpose RISXWWLQJWKHPHVVDJHXS´Similarly, Jessica explained that very 
occasionally when extremely excited about sports results she would post a Facebook 
VWDWXV XSGDWH VXFK DV ³%220´ Such posts were impulsive releases of excitement 
rather than a desire to convey any informative content, and she did not consider these to 
necessitate a response. Jessica provided another example, whereby she would 
communicate with friends via film or TV quotes. In this case responses were required - 
³LWGRHVQ
Whelp if I send you this line, and you don't send me back a different line. You 
KDYHWROLNHVKDUHWKLV´This also occurred where participants shared happy information 
with an interest to learn others' views or opinions. Jennifer mentioned that she loved 
musicals and often posted video-clips on her Facebook wall in order to engage others in 
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Emotional impact 
positive responses are 'nice'/enhance happiness 30 
no response/negative response would be emotionally disappointing  9 
negative response has more negative emotional impact in person than over an 
electronic medium 7 
negative response has less negative emotional impact in person 4 
Validation 
positive response is important for validating why you shared with that person  15 
positive response validates your own happiness of the information 9 
validation is not important 3 
Factors relating to recipient 
emotional impact of receiving response or not varies dependent on your 
expectation of a response 12 
positive responses are more important from closer ties 12 
positive responses are less important from closer ties  5 
importance placed on response may depend on their knowledge of subject 2 
Factors relating to content and motivation for sharing 
positive responses are more important the greater excitement/investment the 
sharer has in the content 9 
importance of response depends on motivation for sharing happy information  9 
response less important to more trivial information  8 
would desire a greater degree of interaction with more complex information 6 
Factors relating to medium used 
more important to receive responses to direct communication than online sharing 14 
responses to public Facebook or Twitter posts not important 6 
responses less important if you use platform less frequently 3 
response important with electronic mediums to let you know the person has 
received the information 3 
Impact on future sharing behaviour 
no response/negative response can affect what you share with person in future 15 
lack of response to social media posts would not affect future sharing 4 
negative responses are healthy, constituting further opinions and encouraging 
interaction 3 
only an extremely negative response would affect future sharing with that person 2 
Table 1: Factors impacting upon importance of response, emotional experience, and 
future happy information sharing behaviour 
Impact of wider context 
Various participants commented that responses were more important when 
they were extremely excited or personally invested in the information, for example 
when sharing happy news, or content which an individual was personally involved with 
in some way. Responses to more trivial or 'internet-generated' content were frequently 
considered less important. Two examples from one interviewee, however, highlight the 
complexity of factors at play. Mike described an occasion where he had shared, via both 
private emails and public Facebook and Twitter posts, a photo of James McFadden, who 
had recently re-signed for a local football club. The photo was of McFadden when he 
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had first signed for the club, and Mike considered that, since this was a 'unique' piece of 
content which he had sourced, rather than just a re-tweeted picture, it merited comment 
and response. Additionally, he expected a greater degree of interaction from the people 
he had emailed, in part because they were close friends and because the act of emailing 
the item signified greater intent and attached further importance to the deliberate act of 
sharing with these people. Mike also provided an example of sharing a third-party 
graphic related to the Supreme Court in America having struck down the Defense of 
Marriage Act. Mike felt that receiving responses was less important regarding the latter 
piece of content because he felt no particular ownership of this information ± he is not 
American, not involved in LGBT campaigning, and was sharing content created by 
another party. However, receiving a negative response to this information would have 
had a significantly greater impact ³because if people were not happy that something like 
that had happened, then I wouldn't really consider them friends.´ 
A negative response to the McFadden photo, on the other hand, would be seen 
as footballing rivalry, and not have had a significant emotional impact. From this can be 
seen both the multitude of factors impacting on individuals' emotions surrounding 
responses to happy information shared, and the fact that information is not shared 
within a vacuum, but carries significance of the larger context. Similarly, John's 
comments revealed that the importance he placed on receiving a response was 
dependent on prior knowledge and subsequent expectations of the recipient's behaviour:  
³If I'd posted something on my brother's wall and he hadn't responded, it 
wouldn't bother me; but if I'd posted something on your wall, «something adorable and 
panda-shaped, and you hadn't come back with something - I'd think you were probably 
not well, or dying or something.´ 
This related to what a lack of response may signify within a wider context, 
rather than a direct reaction to the sharing experience. Again, however, this example is 
significant in revealing that the wider context impacts directly on the sharer's emotional 
experience surrounding the act of sharing happy information.   
Impact of prior expectations 
Prior expectations were commonly mentioned as an influential factor. 6 
participants mentioned that they expected fewer responses via Twitter, either because 
their contacts were less active on this medium or because they felt the brevity of the 
medium tended to generate less interaction generally. 3 participants gave examples of 
instances where their expectations of a strong positive response had been let down, 
resulting in significant emotional disappointment. Jonathan described this scenario: 
³there was one [situation] not too long ago, where me and a few friends were 
having a diVFXVVLRQDQG,VDLGµright, re-cast Les Mis with the cast of Toy Story¶. Now, 
I think this sounded more funny at the time, 'cause I was sitting around a load of actors, 
and then I was confident enough to post this one on Facebook thinking, this is brilliant, 
this is gonna get a huge thread, this is gonna turn into a brilliant big conversation.....and 
it got like, 3 comments...[both laugh]...and a 'like'.  And even the person that told me to 
put it on Facebook was saying µhuh, I thought yoX
G JHWPRUH LQWHUHVW WKDQ WKDW¶ and 
then laughed at me! I was like, yeah± this is the reason ± this is the reason I don't sort of 
put my neck out...´ 
For Jonathan ± who would not normally share happy information publicly 
online due to a perceived lack of interest ± the confidence he had in the success of this 
idea, and the risk he had taken with such uncharacteristic behaviour, created 
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circumstances in which the subsequent lack of response had a significant negative 
emotional effect. Even though Jonathan did not consider this type of situation as 
important in the greater scheme of things, the experience will impact on his future 
information sharing behaviour, showing that even situations involving 'trivial' happy 
information sharing have significance. 
Impact of medium of communication and strength of relationship 
Jonathan subsequently commented that the lack of enthusiasm among 
recipients would have had less emotional effect had this occurred while sharing his idea 
in person. This sentiment was echoed by 3 other participants. John commented that 
during conversation the reaction to specific items of happy information shared is less 
significant than the dynamic of the overall discussion. On the other hand, 7 participants 
felt that the lack of a response or a negative response in a face-to-face environment was 
more emotionally disappointing. This polarity of opinion also occurred regarding the 
effect of the closeness of your relationship with the recipient upon the importance of the 
response. 12 participants felt that a positive response was more important from a close 
friend, whose opinions are more valued, whereas 5 participants responded that positive 
responses mattered less from close friends either because the relationship was strong 
enough that you didn't require their validation to the same extent or, as Stewart said, 
³\RX
GEHPRUHIRUJLYLQJ´Therefore it would seem that, in addition to the variety of 
factors influencing the importance individuals place on responses to happy information, 
personality again plays a role. 
  
How individuals portray themselves through happy information sharing 
All participants were asked about whether their happy information sharing 
behaviour reflected the way they wished to portray themselves to other people and to 
what extent this impacted on their happy information sharing behaviour. The responses 
are summarised in Table 2. 
 
Whether sharing does reflect self-portrayal 
 does consider that happy information sharing does reflect portrayal of self, and 
this influences own happy information sharing behaviour 26 
doesn't consider how happy information sharing reflects portrayal of self, and this 
doesn't affect own happy information sharing behaviour 4 
Reasons for censoring sharing 
risk of being judged by others  11 
fear of being perceived as an over-sharer 9 
content may be inappropriate for company present 9 
professional considerations impact on what is appropriate to share publicly  3 
Portraying different personas online 
wouldn't put rude or risqué content publicly on Facebook 5 
attempts to portray a particular persona on certain online platforms 4 
displays a more positive persona via online platforms 3 
feels that online persona is a more 'idealised' version of self 2 
Table 2: Factors affecting individuaO¶VSRUWUD\DORI WKHPVHOYHs via happy 
information sharing 
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The minority of participants who responded that consideration of how they 
were portraying themselves did not affect their happy information sharing either 
explained that they were generally impulsive or were not concerned about other people's 
opinions. The majority of participants, however, felt the happy information they shared 
did reflect the way they were portraying themselves, and that this did affect their 
sharing behaviour.   
Censoring sharing 
Some participants purposely used their personal social media platforms for 
interacting and networking within their professional field, which subsequently affected 
the way they wished to appear on that platform. James commented on not wishing to 
undermine his opinions being taken seriously, by associating himself with twee content: 
³LI,ZDQWWRHQWHULQWRVHULRXVGLVFXVVLRQVZLWKSHRSOHRQ7ZLWWHUDERXWVRPHWKLQJWRGR
with say digitization or information literacy...then I feel that having a video of pug 
puSSLHVRQP\WLPHOLQHVRUWRIGHYDOXHVWKDWDELW´ 
Other participants mentioned that although they weren't deliberately attempting 
to present any specific persona via social media, they felt that these platforms did to an 
H[WHQW UHSUHVHQW DQ ³LGHDOLVHG´ YHrsion of oneself, revealing the aspects of your 
personality you particularly wanted to highlight. For certain participants (including the 
2 teachers) concern not to jeopardize their professional appearance influenced their 
sharing habits even more strongly. Mike (a Communications Officer for a political 
party) described being cautious not to put himself in a position whereby information 
shared would reflect badly on himself, particularly where his intent could be 
³PLVFRQVWUXHGE\SHRSOHZho would seek to miVFRQVWUXH´These participants felt that 
they monitored their sharing equally on social media and offline in wider company.   
It was significant that although the research specifically focussed on sharing happy 
information outside a work context, it was clear that the degree to which individuals 
could separate their professional and personal spheres varied greatly. 
Various examples occurred of individuals monitoring their sharing based on 




news, as that could be portrayed as boasting; and being very aware of spelling and 
accuracy when sharing messages, due to not wanting to appear ignorant. Jessica also 
FRQVFLRXVO\FHQVRUHGWKHW\SHRIFRQWHQWVKHVKDUHG³'cause I don't wanna brand myself 
as Super-duper-JHHN´. 
All 3 Tumblr users commented that they monitored sharing least via this 
platform due to being in the presence of solely like-minded people, with Erica further 
commenting that she was less censored due to her anonymity on this site. For many 
participants, self-censorship occurred the least amongst people they were closer to 
because there was deemed to be less risk of judgement or unintentionally causing 
RIIHQFHSDUWLFLSDQWVGHVFULEHGµQRWZDQWLQJWREHthat SHUVRQZKR«¶This sentiment 
was most commonly expressed in relation to people who frequently ³ERPEDUGHG´WKHLU
acquaintances with happy information without considering perceived interest; with 2 
participants additionally criticising people who constantly updated Facebook with 
everything they were doing. Participants described such habits as annoying, and did not 
want to a) bother other people with such actions and b) be open to criticism from others 
by demonstrating these behaviours.   
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Medium affecting way individuals portray themselves 
The factors influencing the way individuals monitor their happy information 
sharing often relates to the way they wish to present themselves to a particular audience.  
As Mike explained ³LWZRXOGDOOFRPHGRZQWRZKR,ZDVHQJDJLQJZLWK± it wouldn't 
UHDOO\GHSHQGRQWKHQDWXUHRIWKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ>«@6RLI,ZDVWDlking to a very very 
close friend, I would happily espouse the same views through an email than I would 
>«@ WKURXJK IDFH-to-face chat, and vice-YHUVD´ For other participants, however, the 
medium also had an impact.  Monica was conscious of not updating her social media 
WRR IUHTXHQWO\ ³EHFDXVH WKHQ \RX VHHP OLNH \RX
YH QRW JRW D OLIH´ 6 participants 
reported that they were far less censored offline, generally due to natural impulsiveness.  
Jonathan and Jessica also described being more confident sharing certain topics in 
person, because they felt more comfortable justifying or explaining themselves 
face-to-face than they would via an electronic medium, particularly due to the 
synchronous nature of in-person communication and the lower risk of misinterpretation 
Accordingly, for these participants the happy information they shared publicly 
on Facebook was restricted to content that reflected aspects of their personality they 
were comfortable discussing and where there was less risk of misinterpretation. Several 
participants mentioned that information shared on electronic mediums could more 
easily be ambiguous and misconstrued. Contrastingly, certain interviewees mentioned 
that they would usually be more censored offline because the people they most 
commonly encountered in person throughout the day (e.g. colleagues) were unlikely to 
have shared interest in their happy information. 2 participants mentioned that they were 
often less considered when posting on Twitter, because it could feel more private as 
tweets disappeared among the reams of information. 
Jessica explained that she monitored herself on Facebook because she was 
DZDUH WKDW ³WKH VQDSVKRW \RXJHW IURP VRFLDOPHGLD LV YHU\GLIIHUHQW IURP WKH DFWXDO
impression you have of someone LQ SHUVRQ´ In describiQJ KRZ D IULHQG¶V )DFHERRN
page gave an unbalanced impression of her friend, Jessica was conscious that sharing 
certain interests or emotions over Facebook could potentially be seen as odd or irritating 
in a way that wouldn't occur if balanced with a fuller perspective of the person revealed 
through conversation.   
Graham echoed these sentiments, adding this 'snapshot' was even less rounded 
with Twitter. Although the way Graham monitored himself was primarily dependent on 
the company, he felt that the medium was also significant. He described sharing in 
person as a more dynamic process in which your understanding of the audience and 
what was appropriate or 'safe' to share could develop and change as the conversation 
progressed, whereas this could not occur through sharing via social media posts.  
Monica's descriptions of Snapchat reveal that both the recipients and the medium 
affected which photos of herself she would be comfortable sharing. Initially she 




save Snapchat photos as a screenshot. While this did not prevent her sharing 
embarrassing photos, this was because she exclusively Snapchatted with close friends: 
³,
YHQHYHUDFWXDOO\VWRSSHGP\VHOI>«@IURPVHQGLQJDSDUWLFXODUO\GLVJXVWLQJ
photo, 'cause I knew there was the potential for it to be saved. Mainly, because I have a 
VPDOODPRXQWRIIDLWKLQP\IULHQGVWKDWWKH\
UHQRWWKDWKRUULEOHWRPH´ 
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A final example given by one participant was interesting in that it revealed an 
instance of complex and opposing factors in action. Pamela has a severe back disability, 
and deliberately tries to maintain a positive persona on Facebook because she has many 
family members on Facebook, from whom she tends to hide the extent of her pain so as 
not to cause them worry. Pamela additionally described one relative ± with whom her 
only significant contact was via Facebook ± who questioned the reality of her disability 
due to her many positive posts. Depending on Pamela's mood she could sometimes 
shrug this off, but other times she refrained from sharing things on Facebook that may 
trigger such comments.   
 
Conclusions 
The importance of reciprocity upon information behaviour was highlighted in 
various studies, including Goh et al. (2009), Hall, Widén and Paterson (2010) and 
Fulton (2009a). Contrastingly, Savolainen (2007) found that reciprocity was not 
prominent within the (altruistic) community he studied. This research explored the 
importance of responses, rather than the importance of reciprocity, to happy information 
sharing. While these are distinct concepts ± for example, an individual performing 
µJLIW-JLYLQJ¶VKDULQJPD\QRWH[SHFWUHFLSURFDOLQIRUPDWLRQVKDULQJEXWPD\VWLOOGHVLUH
acknowledgement from the recipient ± they may also overlap. Various participants 
responded that lack of response from recipients would negatively impact on future 
sharing behaviour with that person; however, in many cases interviewees did not 
consider a response to be particularly important. The interviews also contained 
examples of the conclusion by Wasko and Faraj (2005) that in group sharing, 
expectations of response could be shared across the group rather than responsibility 
falling on a particular individual. Desire for validation, and the positive or negative 
emotions surrounding receiving positive/negative/no responses (as reported by Hall, 
Widén and Paterson (2010) and Talja (2002) who examined communities of sharing 
rather than individuals as here), were also found to be present among participants.  
Since we focussed on individual examples of happy information sharing, these 
were being examined in isolation, outwith the wider context of individuals' sharing with 
the particular recipients discussed. As such a full picture of reciprocal sharing between 
the participants and their ties was not developed. It would be interesting to explore this 
theme further, and investigate to what degree desire for responses and reciprocity are 
linked to personality and the dynamic of particular friendship groups. The most 
prominent finding on this theme was the multitude of factors and the degree of variation 
with which these affected the importance of receiving responses, emotional experiences, 
and individuals' future happy information sharing behaviour.   
Wasko and Faraj (2000); Olsson, Soronen and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 
(2008); and Hall, Widén and Paterson (2010) all discussed individual self-promotion or 
portrayal of a particular self-image, and found these to be particularly prominent within 
online environments. Our findings revealed instances of individuals creating a particular 
self-image via social networking platforms. The findings confirmed that individuals 
frequently consider sharing of happy information to impact on the way they portray 
themselves, and perceive themselves to be appearing to others. As anticipated, present 
company and strength of relationships had a significant impact. It was interesting that 
once again the medium via which happy information was being shared also impacted on 
the elements of themselves that participants were willing to share. 
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